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Clark and Winegard (this issue) argue that researchers’ (liberal) ideology is a threat to the validity of social-psychological
research. They describe three ways in which researchers’ ideological commitments can undermine the validity of social science: exaggerating ideologically-congruent small effects,
ignoring ideologically-incongruent alternative hypotheses,
and strategically framing findings in the most ideologicallyappealing way. These threats to validity are important and
should be taken seriously. But they seem minor in comparison to a more fundamental threat to validity that
would remain even if we addressed them: unjustified generalization from laboratory studies (often, but not always,
experiments) to the real-life situations that inspired them
(and that they are ultimately meant to explain). In fact,
this threat to validity is so common that it can be hard
to notice.
Unjustified generalization is not limited to ideologicallyrelevant findings. But then, exaggerating small effects, overlooking alternative hypotheses, and selective framing are not
limited to ideologically-relevant findings either. All of these
practices are threats to validity and that distort the interpretation of findings in some way and often stem from
researcher motivations. Those motivations might simply be
self-serving (e.g. publishing in more prestigious outlets or
capturing public attention), but they might also ideological
or moral (e.g. supporting an ideological position that the
researcher thinks is correct). Or, if researchers believe both
that an ideological position is ought to be promoted and
that work promoting it is more likely to be published, motivations may be a mix of morality and self-interest.
Unjustified generalization, then, is one of a number of
threats to validity that interact with researcher ideology in a
potentially troublesome way. In the case of unjustified generalization in particular, it seems very plausible that the
more the explanation is ideologically appealing, the less
motivated social psychologists are to think about the gap
between the laboratory results and the real-world phenomena. One example of this may be the laboratory research
demonstrating stereotype threat.

Stereotype Threat: A Case Study
Stereotype threat is the idea that members of a negativelystereotyped minority group might underperform relative to
their true ability on a task (such as a standardized test)
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because anxiety about confirming negative stereotypes
impairs performance (Spencer, Steele, & Quinn, 1999; Steele
& Aronson, 1995). Clark and Winegard cite this as an
example of an exaggerated ideologically-congruent finding
and point to problems with the stereotype threat literature
such as publication bias and small effect sizes. But assume
for the moment that stereotype threat using a specific
experimental paradigm in the lab is 100% replicable with a
large effect size. Does that tell us much about real-world disparities in test performance between social groups? By
design, it cannot. It can only tell us that when using specific,
carefully selected items, in specific, carefully designed experimental settings, a stereotype threat effect exists. Generalizing
from the lab to the field requires an extra step of construct
validation to show that the laboratory paradigm actually
captures all the relevant psychology of the real-world situation it is intended to represent (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955).
Without this step, any explanation of actual test disparities
based on laboratory studies is just a hopeful speculation.
Indeed, the more stereotype threat studies resemble the
high-stakes testing they are meant to represent, the smaller
stereotype threat effects appear to be (Shewach, Sackett, &
Quint, 2019).
This is by no means specific to research on stereotype
threat. Many social psychological experiments are existence
proofs that under certain tightly controlled conditions, X
can cause Y. Such experiments are simply not designed to
answer the question of how much of a real-world phenomenon of interest (putatively represented by Y) is caused by
X. This is not a problem as long as the existence proof, or
the illumination of a psychological mechanism per se, is
what is interesting (Mook, 1983). Sometimes that is true,
but often it is not. Often the “hook” for the research is
some real-world issue or problem, and the experiment is
implicitly or explicitly meant to speak to it. This is certainly
the case with stereotype threat research. If it were a phenomenon that existed only in specific, circumscribed laboratory settings, it would be of much less interest. A great
appeal of the stereotype threat research (especially to liberals) is that it purports to speak to real-world achievement
gaps between members of majority and minority groups. In
an amicus curiae brief to the US Supreme Court, for
example, leading stereotype threat researchers argued that
“standardized test scores and grades often underestimate the
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true academic capacity of members of certain minority
groups” (Aronson et al., 2015, p. 4).
On their own, however, laboratory demonstrations of
stereotype threat cannot actually explain real-world achievement gaps; even statistically robust effects only disconfirm
the much more limited null that under no circumstances will
stereotype awareness affect the performance of minority
group members (see Yarkoni, 2019). Perhaps that null is
worth disconfirming. But the stereotype threat hypothesis
(broadly construed) is on its face plausible enough that one
might wonder whether that is even necessary. Perhaps one
would do just as well to defend the stereotype threat
hypothesis logically instead of empirically, and go straight to
answering the question people actually care about: whether
stereotype threat causes significant performance decrements
in situations that actually matter.
This real-world-first approach mitigates one of the worst
consequences of experimentation-first: premature certainty.
Because experiments allow researchers the freedom to
choose all aspects of the participants’ experience in the
study, there is a high likelihood that (at least for somewhat
plausible hypotheses) a skilled researcher will calibrate the
experiment precisely so as to produce a statistically significant effect that is also severely limited in generality. As
McGuire (1983, p. 15–16) put it, “It can be taken for
granted that some set of circumstances can be found to confirm any expressible relationship, provided that the
researcher has sufficient stubbornness, stage management
skills, resources, and stamina sooner or later to find or construct a situational context in which the predicted relationship reliably emerges.” Having successfully demonstrated the
phenomenon in (perhaps many) laboratory experiments,
researchers then feel an unfounded certainty that this phenomenon must obtain in the real-world situation of interest,
as well as the lab.
It is worth considering what a program of research on
stereotype threat would have looked like had it not focused
first and foremost on demonstrating the phenomenon in the
laboratory. Progress would certainly have been slower. It is
obviously more difficult to intervene in high-stakes testing
than to run laboratory experiments with 40 undergraduates.
But if the question of interest is whether performance on
high-stakes tests is affected by stereotype threat, ought one
not start by carefully investigating performance on highstakes tests, rather than by constructing a laboratory paradigm that may be unrepresentative of the actual situation of
interest in many ways? Such an approach might start first
by careful measurement of real-world phenomena, and by
making predictions about observed relationships based on
the theory. For example, to the extent that minority group
members experience the preconditions of stereotype threat,
their future performance ought to be underpredicted by test
scores. (This approach, known as “differential prediction,” is
a standard way of assessing possible test bias; American
Educational Research Association, American Psychological
Association, & National Council on Measurement in
Education, 2014.) Had this been the first step, researchers
might have encountered negative evidence—i.e. a lack of
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real-world evidence of differential prediction consistent with
stereotype threat—at the outset (Cullen, Hardison, &
Sackett, 2004). Or perhaps researchers might have tested a
real-world intervention thought to reduce stereotype
threat—e.g. asking test-takers for demographic information
after the test rather than before it. Again, had they done so,
they might have found earlier on in the research process
that the intervention failed to reduce the test-score gap as
predicted (Stricker & Ward, 2004).
Observational and field research has its own problems of
interpretability, in particular for causal questions. However,
it also is an important sanity check. In doing such research
one might run up against inconvenient failures of theoretical
prediction that are harder to “fix” by altering the experimental design. These early inconsistent observations are likely to
encourage researchers to rethink their predictions. This
approach of going to the field and allowing interventions to
fail has proven to be extremely productive in other disciplines such as development economics (Jayachandran, 2019).
If instead, researchers first run hundreds of lab experiments confirming stereotype threat (Aronson & Dee, 2012),
by the time they venture out of the lab, they will have convinced themselves that stereotype threat must have significant effects in real-world settings (how could hundreds of
lab experiments be wrong?) and they will thus be very reluctant to take no for an answer. This reluctance to take no for
an answer means that when a large field experiment in
actual high-stakes testing fails to confirm the predictions of
stereotype threat (e.g. Stricker & Ward, 2004) the main finding is discounted and selective re-analyses are done to generate a theory-consistent finding (e.g. Danaher & Crandall,
2008; see Sackett & Ryan, 2012).
Alternatively, operationalizations can mutate such that
the relationship to the original laboratory research seems
more like an analogy than an application. Support for the
predictions of stereotype threat theory is claimed from the
effects of multifaceted interventions such as values affirmations (Cohen, Garcia, Apfel, & Master, 2006), social belongingness (Walton & Cohen, 2007), or theories of intelligence
(Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002); and outcome measures
very different from the original lab studies (e.g. course
grades or cumulative undergraduate GPA). These interventions and outcomes are argued to tap the same underlying
psychology, but this seems based more on faith than evidence. At the extreme, the logic becomes almost entirely circular: if the intervention boosted the performance of
minority group members, it must have affected stereotype
threat, and the prevalence of stereotype threat is demonstrated by the fact that the intervention studies “worked.” It
is doubtful that standards of evidence would be so relaxed
without the certainty-bolstering effects of hundreds of confirmatory lab studies.

It’s Not Just Stereotype Threat
I have focused on stereotype threat in particular, but the
problem of unjustified generalization is old and
widespread, going back to the classics of social psychology
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(Brannigan, 2004). For example, Milgram’s (1974) obedience
experiments, which were inspired by Nazi war crimes, say
little-to-nothing about Nazi war criminals, many of whom
appear to have participated not only willingly but enthusiastically (Goldhagen, 1997).
Beyond excessive confidence in simplistic causal explanations for complicated real-world phenomena, unjustified
generalization can also have more subtle consequences. In
focusing researchers on laboratory effects of unknown realworld relevance, it can lead to arguments about numbers
that are simply irrelevant to the actual question of interest.
For example, Clark and Winegard mention that a recent
meta-analysis shows that the relationship between implicit
attitudes and behavior is r ¼ 0.09 (Forscher et al., 2019). But
this is just the average effect size for the measures social
psychologists happened to use for those studies, which
might have been chosen for any number of reasons: maximizing effect size, rhetorical impact, precedent in the literature, convenience, etc. Here is how Forscher et al. described
the measures included in the meta-analysis (p. 529, citations
have been omitted): “behavioral tasks involved a wide range
of outcomes, such as seating distance from a Black or White
confederate, willingness to participate in a hypothetical beer
pong game, intentions to drink in the future, reported chocolate consumption, and intentions to vote for gay and lesbian civil rights referenda.” The average of the correlation
between implicit attitudes and Black-White seating distance,
self-reported chocolate consumption, and hypothetical willingness to play beer pong (among other things) has no obvious real-world meaning (see also Simonsohn, 2015), and so
is not at all relevant to the question of the real-world effects
of implicit bias. Neither, however, is the average effect size
for 200 studies examining the relationship between implicit
attitudes and seating distance from a Black confederate—
unless the work of establishing a link between seating distance and real-world discrimination has been done.

Conclusion
I am not arguing that laboratory experiments have no value.
Existence proofs can be useful, and often we want to understand psychological process rather than explain a particular
real-world phenomenon. When this is the case, laboratory
experiments are essential. But when it is not, we should be
much more careful about generalizing from the lab to the
field. Even interventions that seem strongly theoretically justified based on laboratory research (and intuitively plausible)
often fail in practice (for example, see Glewwe, Kremer, &
Moulin, 2009; Goswami & Urminsky, 2019; Jung, Perfecto,
& Nelson, 2016). In principle, social psychologists acknowledge that generalizing beyond the lab requires extensive
research. In practice, they are often perfectly happy to point
to a (deliberately) simplified, reductive lab finding to explain
a complex social phenomenon. This problem is likely to be
particularly severe for ideology-friendly findings. This is an
ironic state of affairs for a discipline whose central tenet is
that behavior differs dramatically across situations. We
would do well to take this tenet seriously and start with

more real-world observation and less (confirmatory) experimentation, particularly when we are trying to explain
important real-world phenomena.
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